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Nifty made a shooting star pattern on the weekly chart which has a bearish implication if follow up happens
Nifty got stuck in a very narrow trading range of 9710-9550 for last three weeks
During the week index hit the high near to 9700 mark but failed to cross its life time high of 9709 and corrected sharply
Major support is at 9520 and till this level remains in force the trend remains intact for an up move towards 9700-9750.
A decisive break below 9520 could mean a short term decline towards 9400
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NIFTY DAILY

Nifty index formed a Bearish candle similar to a Bearish belt hold on the daily chart as it witnessed sustain selling pressure
for most part of the session. Index has given the lowest daily close in last 21 trading sessions. Recently it failed to surpass its
upper band of the trading range at 9700 and slipped to the lower band of the range in just two sessions. Overall index has
been consolidating in between 9560 to 9700 zones from last 19 trading sessions and now a decisive range breakout would
give a fresh leg of rally. If it sustains below 9580 then a decline could be seen towards 9520 then 9480 zone while a hold above
9620 could witness a bounce towards 9680-9700 zone.

NIFTY OPTIONS OI VS PRICE

The week gone by saw Nifty trading in a smaller range of 9565-9700 and closed on a flat to negative note with the marginal
loss of 0.14% at 9575. India VIX moved up by 3.10% at 11.55 and rising volatility from last three consecutive session is making
market to turn volatile in the broader trading range, however a move beyond 12.50 only it could give a sign for the change in
the market trend so traders are suggested to take the appropriate hedge position in that scenario. On the option front,
maximum Put OI is at 9500 followed by 9600 strike while maximum Call OI is at 9700 followed by 9800 strike. We have seen
significant Call writing at 9600 and 9700 strike which suggests a limited upside on immediate basis. On the Put side, we have
seen unwinding in 9700, 9650 and 9600 strikes which suggests the shift of the support to lower zone while intact Put writing
at 9500 strike could support the market on declines being the expiry week.
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NIFTY BANK

Nifty Bank Index is in a strong uptrend as most of the private sector banks are in a steady up trend and attracting buying
interest on declines. Though the Bank Nifty witnessed a sharp decline on this Friday but the overall trend is yet not damaged. The index has a major support at 23333-23300 zone. As long as this level remains intact we are expecting it to regain its
up move towards recent high of 23900-24100 levels. If it manages to hold above 23500 then most of the private banks could
attract a fresh buying opportunity.

INDUSIND BANK

Indusind Bank taken multiple support near to 1485 in last two weeks and it has a tendency to bounce from this crucial support
zone. It formed a tweezers bottom pattern and marking a very strong buying area for the stock. It has been moving in a
broader trading range of 1530 to 1475 for some time and now provides the buying opportunity near to the lower band of the
range. Thus at current levels it offers a low risk buying opportunity for a target of 1530 with a stop below 1475.
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OPTION STRATEGY
BUY

NIFTY

BEAR PUT SPREAD
3

Nifty failed to cross 9700 and broken immediate support of 9600 zone

3

It has been closing on negative note from last four sessions

3

Fresh writing at 9600 & 9700 CE could drag the index to
lower levels

3

Put unwinding in 9600 strike also suggest that bears are
getting grip for a profit booking decline

3

Thus low risk / Hedge strategy Bear Put Spread is recommended

Target Profit
Stop Loss

Buy 9600 PE 1 lot; Sell 9500 PE 1 lot

: INR 4950
: INR 2250
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